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About This Game

ADVENTURE. ANYWHERE!

Explore endless magical worlds and battle fearsome creatures alongside millions of friends. Ride your own horse, bear or moa
and discover the many game world wonders. Unleash your imagination by crafting beautiful buildings.

BE BOLD. BE A HERO.

Play as the quirky builder, the fearless fighter, the perky scout or the mysterious sorceress and become a legend! Work together
cleverly to complete daily quests and defeat even the most dangerous bosses.

ALL FRIENDS.

Enjoy Angeldust online with your friends and millions of other players. Easily play together and make new friends using the
'Play together!' button. Enter the PvP 'Hero battle!' to show everyone your shooting skills.

ALL FUN.

Angeldust is unanimously praised amongst players of the game. Join the new gaming sensation and start your Angeldust
adventure today!
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Angeldust. A magical game:

275+ different creatures to discover and defeat

450+ beautiful materials and objects to build with

25+ gorgeous landscapes to explore

4 uniquely outfitted heroes to role play as

1 giant game world for everyone
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Title: Angeldust
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Frank Lucas
Publisher:
Metagaming B.V.
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Russian
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Cool concept, but it's implemented in a boring, grindy and repetitive way. And the way spawns are set-up, you will never meet
another player after first play-through and the "town" your home is in will be mostly empty lots and ugly, noobish dirt
buildings.. this game is already qute good. Looking for a game that is medevil, minecraftISH, and has a multiplayer adventure
style? Well, this is the game for you! I was looking around the steam store for free games (BC i poor :P) and came across this...
Angeldust! I tried it out and it is extrodinarily fun! i reccomend it to people who are ready for adventure! (And Spam Clicking
Of Your Sword :P). this is crap.. Better than boundel. I like this game much. it makes fun to play and its always even more fun
to play when the creator makes the Live stream. I also like that you can talk to the Creator about the game when he streams live
and tell your ideas and getting a answer.
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JOGO MUITO BOM MESMO VALE A PENA XD. I actually liked it. you get claim your own land and make houses and
buildings. I claimed 3 lands near a mountain in the north and making a big fort and it is really fun.
But it is a little bit boring when your the only one playing, I wish there were some NPCs in Angeldust, and mythical creatures
would be cool too.. Angel dust is a voxel game mixed with an RPG element. It has a good community, and is playable on
multiple platforms. It's also friendly and stress-relieving. An early access game with an active developer. If you're into exploring
and building, and or just plain bored I recommend you try this game.. Better than Boundel. Amazingly fun game, and even with
the current (as of writing this review) lack of combat features, the world is amazingly designed, and the 2-D graphics mixed
with a 3-D world is extremely appealing to the eye. Combine that with the extremely frequent updates that are expanding this
game even more, and soon this game (if not already) will be an extremely fun experience.

One last thing: the building in this game is superb. Very good graphics, easy to master building, extremely good layouts.
Extremely fun to use.

TL;DR - Very fun, frequently updated, tons of potential for combat features and other RPG elements, and looks amazing.
Would highly recommend.. I enjoy exploring and building. This is a game for babies.

Eugenics Vanguard Knights New Updates:
Hello everyone!

Thank you to everyone who has played the game, and a big thanks to those of you who have left reviews. They've been a joy to
read and extremely helpful when making adjustments. After going through the reviews, I made quite a few adjustments to the
game as of this morning.

There are a number of changes, and I've also released two new videos explaining most of the changes in depth. The videos
should be visible in the community hub called "New Updates - Gameplay" and "New Updates Story".

Please check them out if you get the chance.
Again, thank you so much everyone for playing, and please have a fantastic day!

Best,

-Kuni H-
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